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ICON HOTEL

The design concept of teaching hotel for Hong Kong Polytechnic University re-interprets spatial 

juxtaposition and superimposition of events and programs situated at the junction of major 

transportation exchange hub. The rigid constraints of a very constricted site, a mixture of generic 

programs, and a requirement to maximize the zoning envelope posed a challenge to create a 

form liberated from the direct impact of these conditions. The building form is opened up both 

vertically and horizontally with glass atria at various levels, allowing visual and natural lighting 

permeability connecting either sides of the site, dissolving the tension resulted from the staggering 

programs and functions. 

The new teaching hotel provides 
approximate ly 36,000 square 
meters of gross floor area with three 

major components - hotel, school and 
staff quarter, within a site area of merely 
4,000 square meter. The new building 
retains its original staff residential function 
of its original Pak Sui Yuen staff quarter, 
and further subsumes it into an overall 
composition that comprises a 262-room 
hotel as well as a teaching complex. 
The design of Teaching Hotel Complex 
dismantles the typical school/hotel/
residential typology, creating not three 
separated architecture in isolation but 
instead a tower with multi-disciplined 
functions that melds with its hyper-dense 
urban context, at the same time resolving 
the paradox of having separated entries for 
each component to fulfill the design brief. 

In the process of fulfilling the client's 
aspiration, the architecture reflects 
Hong Kong's unique phenomenon 
whereby seemingly conflicting uses are 
amalgamated into an integral whole. The 
site's memory will linger on, and when 
staff move back into their quarters in due 
course, they would hopefully embrace 
a new environment enriched by its 
interaction with other uses.

Teaching hotel
ICON Hotel  

ICON HOTEL

This article was published in BUILDING JOURNAL Hongkong July 2011
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ICON HOTEL

client
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 

architect
Rocco Design Architects Ltd

structural egineer
Ove Arup & Partners Hong Kong Ltd 

m&e engineer
J Roger Preston Ltd 

quantity surveyors
Rider Levett Bucknall 

interior design consultant
CL3 Architects Ltd / Conran & Partners 
Landscape Architect: ACLA Ltd 

main contractor
Paul Y Construction Co Ltd

Typical floor plan

Block plan
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ICON HOTEL

Fast Facts
location Tsim Sha Tsui East, Hong Kong 
completion 2011 
project type Mix-use (Education/ Hotel/ Residential) 
site area 4,000 sq m
gross floor area 36,000 sq m 
building height 114m (118.5mPD) 
number of storey 26 storeys (include G/F) 
construction cost HK$1,300 million 

1/F floor plan
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